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Anna Dibble: “Mercy of Time” (Courtesy Northern Daughters Gallery)

Anaïs Nin once wrote, “We don’t see things as they are, we see them as we are.”
And that is how I would introduce the paintings of Vermont-born Maine artist Anna Dibble
on view now at Northern Daughters Gallery in Vergennes. Dibble writes of her new
collection, “A Crossing Place.”
“This current series began at a crossing place. The paintings grow from the confluence of a

good life that ended in grief, and a new
uncertain one I’m constructing, mostly
winging, as I move forward towards the end.”
Reflecting on Dibble’s new paintings, I
conclude that the thing to ponder here is
layers: layers of paint, layers of meaning,
layers of landscape. These aspects of the
Dibble paintings are applied one atop the
next, and there is a heaviness to the
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compression. I wonder if I have the words to

Daughters Gallery)

describe it.
Dibble uses her paint in a blunt, primitive manner. Though these are landscape paintings,
they are active; someone is doing something, birds are passing, fish seem to be singing,
stars explode. In this way, most are more like sets for a play than landscapes. With this
collection, Dibble explains her place on Earth at this time; she is on the water in a boat, her
dog is with her, they travel, destination undetermined. The point of view is that of a narrator.
At the same time, Dibble acknowledges that the earth, too, continues its own history and
meaning.
Dibble’s use of paint is gestural and
direct. For example, in “Gates of
Dawn,” the salmon colored sunrise
smears across a space between two
land masses. Enormous blobs of cloud
reflect that color. The color is specific
and dense, but the daybreak light has
not yet reached the boat sitting atop
the current of the water. Another
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water is described by strong horizontal
wiggles of various colors: bold brush

marks.

These outdoor paintings are constructed in layers too, but they sometime show off odd
perspective. For example, in “Art of Losing” she gives us a customary stack of dark sky,
moon, land masses, water, and more land mass in the foreground. But wait; look again. The
water is flipped on its side. Instead of looking at the surface, we are presented with an
aquarium view — we can see what’s under the water — so Dibble gives us more information
than we would have seen with a conventional landscape composition.
These visions are compressed and heavy. The clouds are opaque blobs, the land is dark and
indistinct. Dibble is in the wilderness, and so is anyone looking at the “Confluence”
collection.
But then, just in time, she takes a break. In “The Mercy of Time” she provides a straight
landscape, with happy golden sky and brilliant teal blue waterway. In this painting, Dibble
puts herself in the narrator’s chair and we see what she sees.
In all this work, Dibble offers us her personal
sorrow, and a generalized grief about the
plight of creatures on earth and our
“dysfunctional ecosystem.” At the same time,
her work describes beginnings and endings
and the journey between the two with
curiosity. She pictures a non-linear time in
which the living and the dead are both
present, in which the past lingers and
participates in the present. We all recognize
this idea; but we’re not used to looking at
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pictures of it.
Dibble explains, “The artist’s working process is a search … a daily reach towards progress,
a shuffle, an excavation and a strange hope.”
Anna Dibble’s paintings bring the viewer to a world of beauty and solitude in a new
uncertain life under construction. This body of work is evidence of a personal mythology the
viewer is privileged to experience.

Northern Daughters Fine Art Gallery
Northern Daughters Fine Art Gallery presents “A Crossing Place,” new work by Anna Dibble,
through Sept. 30, at 221 Main St. in Vergennes. For information, call 802-877-2173, or go
online to www.northerndaughters.com.
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